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We report measurements of the parity-conserving beam-normal single-spin elastic scattering asym-
metries Bn on 12C and 27Al, obtained with an electron beam polarized transverse to its momen-
tum direction. These measurements add an additional kinematic point to a series of previous
measurements of Bn on 12C and provide a first measurement on 27Al. The experiment utilized
the Qweak apparatus at Je↵erson Lab with a beam energy of 1.158 GeV. The average lab scat-
tering angle for both targets was 7.7`, and the average Q2 for both targets was 0.02437 GeV2

(Q = 0.1561 GeV). The asymmetries are Bn = �10.68 ± 0.90 (stat) ± 0.57 (syst) ppm for 12C and
Bn = �12.16 ± 0.58 (stat) ± 0.62 (syst) ppm for 27Al. The results are consistent with theoretical
predictions, and are compared to existing data. When scaled by Z/A, the Q-dependence of all the
far-forward angle (✓ < 10`) data from 1H to 27Al can be described by the same slope out to Q ⌅ 0.35
GeV. Larger-angle data from other experiments in the same Q range are consistent with a slope
about twice as steep.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron scattering has a long history as a powerful technique for probing hadron and nuclear structure [1]. In the
case of parity-violating electron scattering, it has also been used to test the electroweak sector of the standard model,
and thereby to search for new physics. As the precision of such experiments has improved, it has become necessary
when analyzing the data to go beyond the single boson (photon or Z) exchange approximation, and include higher-
order terms. Such terms include two-boson exchange corrections, e.g. �� and �Z diagrams. The former is understood
to be of critical importance for measurements of the proton’s electric form factor G

p
E [2]. The apparent inconsistency

between the form factor at high four-momentum transfer Q2 as extracted using the Rosenbluth separation technique
and that obtained from recoil polarization measurements appears to be at least partially explained by the greater
contribution of �� exchange to the Rosenbluth analysis [3]. As a second example, the �Z box diagram [4] provides
a numerically significant contribution to precision measurements of APV, the parity-violating asymmetry in the
scattering of longitudinally-polarized electrons from unpolarized protons, such as in the recent Qweak experiment [5, 6]
and the upcoming P2 experiment [7]. Similar multiboson exchange e↵ects, such as �W and WZ box diagrams, are
relevant for precision measurements of other electroweak processes, such as super-allowed nuclear beta decay [8]. In
addition to “hard” two-boson exchange, higher-order electromagnetic e↵ects due to the strong electric field of the
nucleus (“Coulomb distortions”) may also need to be accounted for when scattering electrons from nuclei with high
atomic number [9].

One observable in electron scattering that directly probes two-photon exchange (TPE) is the beam-normal single-
spin asymmetry (BNSSA), Bn (or Ay [10]). This is a parity-conserving asymmetry, which arises in the elastic scattering
of electrons polarized normal to the scattering plane when scattering from an unpolarized target. It is identically zero
for pure one-photon exchange, due to time-reversal invariance, and it is generated by the interference between single
photon and two photon exchange amplitudes [11]. Bn gives direct access to the imaginary (absorptive) part of the
TPE amplitude. Bn is defined as

Bn = �� � �⇤

�� + �⇤ =
2 Im(M��Mò

�)∂M�∂2 , (1)

where ��(�⇤) denotes the scattering cross section for electrons with spin parallel (anti-parallel) to a vector n̂ per-

pendicular to the scattering plane. Here n̂ = (Ñk ✓ Ñk¨)/(∂Ñk ✓ Ñk¨∂) with Ñk( Ñk¨) being the momentum of the incoming
(outgoing) electron. M� and M�� are the amplitudes for one- and two-photon exchange. For high beam energies
(> 100 MeV) this asymmetry was first observed over 20 years ago in the SAMPLE parity-violating electron-scattering
experiment [12], where it was referred to as the “vector analyzing power,” even though by convention [10] that ter-
minology is meant to refer to observables with a vector polarized target. It is also sometimes referred to as the
“transverse asymmetry.” At much lower energies (i.e. a few MeV) this asymmetry is known as the Mott asymmetry,
and is used in electron beam polarimetry [13].

The beam-normal single spin asymmetry Bn depends on the imaginary part of the two photon exchange amplitude.
In contrast, the e↵ect of TPE on reaction cross sections, which is of relevance for comparison of e+ and e� cross sections
[14] and for the Rosenbluth determinations of proton form factors [3], depends on the real part of the amplitude. In
principle, the real and imaginary parts of the amplitude can be connected via dispersion relations, however this
would require data over a broad kinematic range. Nevertheless, measurements of Bn provide a useful benchmark for
theoretical models of TPE e↵ects.

Theoretical calculations of TPE needed in order to predict Bn require a model of the doubly-virtual Compton
scattering amplitude over a broad range of kinematics, including an inclusive account of intermediate hadronic states,
and are therefore challenging. The contribution from these intermediate states usually dominates the asymmetry,
due to the logarithmic enhancement which arises when one of the exchanged hard photons is collinear with the
parent electron, as initially recognized by Afanesev and Merenkov [15]. Several di↵erent calculational techniques have
been applied to describe Bn for electron-nucleon scattering. One approach models the intermediate hadronic state
in the resonance region via a parameterization of electroabsorption amplitudes [16, 17]. In these calculations the
hadronic intermediate amplitudes are limited to ⇡N states, and the model should apply for all scattering angles. The
second approach [15, 18–20] uses the optical theorem to relate the doubly-virtual Compton amplitude to the virtual
photoabsorption cross section, which therefore encompasses all intermediate states, but is only strictly valid in the
forward-angle limit. Heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory has also been used to calculate Bn [21], however, this
approach is expected only to be applicable for low energy beams.

These models have been confronted with experimental Bn results for the proton and the neutron (deduced from
quasielastic scattering on the deuteron), at various Q2, beam energies, and at both forward and backward scattering
angles [12, 22–27]. The comparison of the data with the models clearly demonstrates the importance of the inelastic
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intermediate states in the kinematic ranges that have been studied (see for example [22–24, 26, 27]), although dis-
agreements between the data and the available models are as large as a factor of two in some cases [12, 25]. At very
forward angles, there is impressive agreement between the optical model calculations and data, see [27] and references
therein.

The experimentally-measured asymmetry at a given azimuthal scattering angle � depends on Bn as

Aexp(�) ⌅ Bn ÑP � n̂,

where ÑP is the electron polarization vector. For beam energies around 1 GeV, elastic asymmetries of order Bn ⌅ 10�5

are expected [15]. Thus, experiments studying Bn have the challenge of controlling uncertainties below the part-per-
million (ppm) level.

The sustained progress in precision measurements of APV in parity-violating electron scattering over several
decades [28–30] provides both an opportunity and an additional motivation for studying Bn. These experiments
have demonstrated the ability to control the total uncertainty to well beyond the required level — the most precise
such measurement to date, Qweak, achieved a total uncertainty of 0.0093 ppm [5]. In parity-violating asymmetry
measurements, which rely on a longitudinally-polarized electron beam, any small transverse components to the beam
polarization, combined with non-zero values of Bn, may lead to large (on the scale of the desired precision) azimuthally-
varying asymmetries, and therefore become important systematic corrections to control. Thus, determinations of Bn

for the appropriate kinematics and target represent important ancillary measurements for the parity-violation exper-
iments. Indeed, most of our present experimental information on Bn comes from such measurements.

A related observable to the BNSSA, which also probes TPE, is the target-normal single-spin asymmetry. This can
be measured with an unpolarized beam and a target polarized normal to the scattering plane. Here the asymmetries
are predicted to typically be much larger than Bn at similar kinematics, i.e. of order 10�3. Only one such measurement
has been reported to date, on 3He (in quasielastic kinematics to extract the neutron asymmetry), by the Je↵erson
Lab Hall A Collaboration [31]. The highest-Q2 result was in good agreement with a partonic calculation [32] of TPE.

II. BNSSA ON A > 1 NUCLEI

The situation for Bn for complex nuclei (A > 1) is less well developed. On the experimental side, the first nuclear
measurements were reported for 4He, 12C, and 208Pb at very forward angle (⌅ 6`) and energies of 1–3 GeV by the
HAPPEX/PREX collaborations [33]. More recently, the A1 collaboration at Mainz measured Bn for 12C at a beam
energy of 570 MeV and moderately forward angles (15`– 26`), over a range of Q2 (0.023 – 0.049 GeV2) [34]. The same
collaboration has also reported measurements for 28Si and 90Zr at the same beam energy, at Q2 ⌅ 0.04 GeV2 [35].

On the theoretical side, only two approaches have been applied. Cooper and Horowitz [36] addressed the Coulomb
distortion e↵ect in a calculation for 4He and 208Pb, using an approach that applies to all orders in photon exchange
(not just TPE), by solving the Dirac equation numerically. However, they had to neglect the e↵ect of inelastic hadronic
intermediate states. Perhaps for this reason, their calculation did not reproduce the data for either nucleus [33].

The other approach is the optical theorem approach discussed earlier, which has been extended to complex nuclei
by Afanasev and Merenkov [15] and by Gorchtein and Horowitz [37]. These calculations work in the forward angle and
low-Q2 limit. In that limit the virtual photoabsorption cross section on the nucleon ��òN(W, Q2) can be approximated
by the real photoabsorption cross section ��N(W ) (W is the invariant mass of the intermediate hadronic system). It

was shown [38] that this leaves small corrections of order Q2/E2
e where Ee is the electron beam energy. Gorchtein

and Horowitz extend this to complex nuclei by noting that the photoabsorption cross section has been measured for
a range of nuclei, and was found to be well-reproduced by the nucleon cross section ��N(W ), scaled by the mass
number A [39]. Thus they use A��N(W ) to represent the nuclear photoabsorption cross section.

The optical model only rigorously applies in the exact forward angle limit. This approach requires additional input
for kinematics beyond the forward limit. One needs to account for the Q2 dependence of the Compton scattering
amplitude for the nucleus. While the Q2 dependence for the Compton cross section has been measured for the
proton [40] and for 4He [41], it is not available for other nuclei. It is plausible that this dependence should fall more
steeply for nuclei than for the nucleon, in analogy to the observation that the elastic charge form factors are steeper
for complex nuclei than for the proton. Consequently, Gorchtein and Horowitz adopt the ansatz that the Compton
form factor FCompton(Q2) for nuclei is approximated by

FCompton(Q2) ⌅ Fch(Q2)e�Bc
2

Q2

, (2)
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where Fch is the charge form factor of the given nucleus, and Bc, called the Compton slope parameter, is taken as 8
GeV�2.

This model was observed [33] to predict a simple approximate scaling, at low Q2 and forward angles, for the
beam-normal single-spin asymmetry Bn for a given nucleus of

Bn ⌅ sBn
A
Z

’
Q2. (3)

Here A and Z are the mass number and atomic number of the element, and sBn is a constant. The model also has the
feature that at fixed Q2, Bn is almost independent of the beam energy [15, 37].

With one exception, the Gorchtein and Horowitz model was found to work quite well describing the available
data [33–35], if one assumes an uncertainty in the Compton slope parameter Bc of ±20%. The exception is 208Pb,
where, at the experimental kinematics, the model predicts Bn ⌅ �8 ppm while the measurement [33] yielded Bn =
0.28 ± 0.25 ppm. The cause for this discrepancy is not yet understood. Additional data for Bn on nuclei may shed
light on this anomaly. Results are expected for 40Ca and 48Ca, as well as new results for 12C and 208Pb, from the
PREX-2 and CREX experiments [42, 43].

The present measurement extends the data set on Bn in A > 1 nuclei by providing a forward-angle datum for 12C
and the first measurement on 27Al, both at a similar scattering angle as for the HAPPEX/PREX datum [33] but at
a larger Q2. We note that the 27Al case represents the first measurement of Bn on a non spin-zero complex nucleus.
Later in Sec. V the nuclear dependence of Bn will be examined for the three Qweak data on 1H [5], 12C, and 27Al, all
of which were acquired at very similar kinematics (E, ✓, and Q).

III. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed with the Qweak apparatus, which has been described in detail in [44] as well as in
the context of the proton’s weak charge measurement in [5]. Here only a short description of the apparatus (depicted
in Fig. 1) will be provided.

The 1.158 GeV polarized electron beam was produced by the CEBAF accelerator at the Thomas Je↵erson National
Accelerator Facility (JLab) and delivered to the Qweak apparatus in experimental Hall C. The JLab polarized source
directed linearly polarized laser light through a Pockels cell capable of reversing the helicity of the laser light 960 times
a second. The helicity could also be reversed on a slower time scale (typically every 8 h) by inserting a half-wave
plate (the IHWP) just before the Pockels cell. The circularly polarized light emerging from the Pockels cell was
directed at a photocathode, where the helicity was transferred to the ejected electrons, which were then accelerated
electrostatically. The spin of the nominally longitudinally-polarized electrons was then rotated to the transverse
direction in the injector using a double Wien filter [45]. The spin direction of the electrons was selected from one of
two pseudo-randomly chosen �⇤⇤� or ⇤��⇤ quartet patterns generated at 240 Hz. Here � represents the standard
spin orientation (spin up or to beam right) and ⇤ represents a 180` rotation in the corresponding plane.

After acceleration through the first of the 5 passes of the JLab recirculating linac available at the time, the beam
was extracted into the Hall C arc where its momentum could be measured. After that the beam passed through a
transport section with beamline instrumentation consisting of beam position monitors (BPMs) and harps [46], beam
charge monitors, a Compton polarimeter and associated chicane [47, 48], a Møller polarimeter [49], and air-core raster
magnets to spread the nominally 100 µm (rms) diameter beam across the face of the target in a rectangular 4x4 mm2

pattern.
Although the systematic uncertainty in the determination of the beam charge normalization was one of the largest

relative contributions to the total uncertainty in the very precise parity-violating weak charge measurement on hy-
drogen [5], it is negligible in the context of the parity-conserving results reported here.

False asymmetries from spin-correlated beam position, angle, and energy changes were largely canceled by a regres-
sion algorithm combining beam monitor and scattered electron detector information as described in Sec. IV A below.
Additional protection against other higher order sources of false asymmetry were largely cancelled by the periodic
insertion of the IHWP. Beam polarization results are discussed in Sec. IV C.

The two targets used in this measurement were positioned along the beamline at the same location as the down-
stream window of the 34-cm-long liquid hydrogen target cell used in the weak charge measurement [5]. The relevant
kinematics and acceptance parameters discussed below in Sec. IV C and V were all calculated for this position, and
the changes were minor relative to those determined for the liquid hydrogen target. The aluminum target was a 1.032
g/cm2 (3.68 mm thick) 7075-T651 alloy target (4.60% of X0). This high-strength alloy was fabricated from the same
block of material used for the entrance and exit windows of the liquid hydrogen target, so that measurements made
on the aluminum target could be used for background determinations in the weak charge measurement [5, 6]. The
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FIG. 1. CAD view of the experimental apparatus, which reveals more otherwise hidden details than a photograph can.
The beam was incident from the right. The key elements include the target scattering chamber (cyan), a triple collimator
system (red), a resistive eight-fold symmetric toroidal magnetic spectrometer (grey), and eight Cherenkov detectors (narrow
dark orange octagonal ring in an azimuthally-symmetric array around the beamline at a radius of 3.4 m). Two tracking drift
chambers are illustrated just upstream of the eight Cherenkov detectors; the latter are arrayed about the beamline 12.3 m
downstream of the target. For clarity, only some portions of the extensive steel and concrete shielding are shown.

elemental contributions to the alloy were determined by a commercial assay using optical emission spectroscopy [50].
The carbon target was 99.95% pure graphite 12C with an areal density of 0.7018 g/cm2 (3.17 mm thick, or 1.64% of
X0).

Three Pb collimators centered along the beamline each contained eight openings arrayed symmetrically about the
beam axis. The collimators limited scattering (polar) angles to the range between about 6` < ✓ < 11`, but left
open 49% of the 2⇡ radians in the azimuthal (�) direction. The first collimator 0.5 m downstream of the target
also contained a water cooled W-Cu beam collimator which mitigated small-angle (✓ > 0.88`) background from the
target in the beampipe downstream of the target. The 2 m long region between the first collimator and the second
(acceptance-defining) collimator, each 15 cm thick, was completely surrounded by thick concrete shielding. A resistive
toroidal spectrometer magnet was situated just downstream of the third 11-cm-thick cleanup collimator.

The spectrometer magnet consisted of eight coils supported by an aluminum support structure in the shadow of the
collimator, not intruding into the scattered electron acceptance. Magnetic fields between the coils generated a toroidal
field around the beam axis along the 2.2 m length of the magnet coils, which bent scattered electrons radially outward.
The D B dl was about 0.9 T-m at the average electron scattering angle of 7.7`. The magnet was designed to separate
elastic and inelastic events from hydrogen at the nominal detector location. However, such a design (�p/p ⌅ 10%)
was inadequate to separate elastic and inelastic events from A >1 targets. As a result, corrections had to be made for
inelastic backgrounds in this experiment.

A shielding hut was built around the experiment’s detectors on all sides, including around the beam pipe which was
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shielded in lead. The borated concrete upstream wall of this hut had eight sculpted openings matching the shape of
the scattered electron envelopes defined by the three upstream collimators and the magnet. The detectors consisted
of 2-m-long rectangular bars of quartz 18 cm wide and 1.25 cm thick in the beam direction, arrayed symmetrically
around the beam axis at a radius of ⌅ 3.35 m. Cherenkov light produced by scattered electrons which reached the
detectors was read out at each end by 13-cm-diameter photomultiplier tubes (PMT) equipped with low-gain bases.
Lead pre-radiators, 2-cm-thick, provided amplification of the scattered electron signal as well as suppression of soft
backgrounds.

Retractable and rotatable tracking drift chambers and trigger scintillation counters were employed just upstream
of the detectors during dedicated periods with low beam current (⌅ 100 pA - 1 nA) to measure the average four-
momentum transfer Q2, to benchmark simulations of the apparatus, and to establish light-weighted acceptance cor-
rections.

The apparatus described above was ideally suited for precise measurements of both the longitudinally and trans-
versely polarized parity-violating asymmetries on 1H [5, 27]. However, it was not ideal for the study of A > 1
nuclei reported here. Previous experiments on A > 1 nuclei used high-resolution magnetic spectrometers to isolate
the elastically scattered electrons from the nuclear excited states, other target alloy elements, quasi-elastic scattering,
and the inelastic eN � e¨� reaction. In this experiment the contributions from these processes could not be isolated
from the measured asymmetries, and instead had to be estimated and corrected for. In the following sections, these
corrections and how they were estimated will be discussed in detail.

The data were obtained in four distinct data sets. In the first, the beam was transversely polarized in the horizontal
orientation, the beam current was 75 µA and a total of 1.6 C of integrated beam current was incident on the 12C
target. The three remaining data sets were obtained using the 27Al target. In the first of these, the beam polarization
was in the vertical direction, the beam current was 24 µA, and the integrated beam current was 0.5 C. In the remaining
two data sets, the beam current was increased to 61 µA, and a total of 3.3 C of integrated beam current was delivered,
split approximately equally between a data set with horizontal orientation and a set with vertical orientation of the
beam polarization.

A comprehensive GEANT4 [51] simulation of the experimental apparatus was developed, benchmarked with mea-
surements using the tracking system [52], and was used for acceptance and radiative corrections as well as subtraction
of various physics backgrounds, as discussed below.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

In this section the corrections made and procedures used to determine the beam-normal single-spin asymmetry Bn

for each target are described. These include corrections to the asymmetry data for spin-correlated fluctuations in
the beam properties, fitting the angular dependence of these data in order to extract the amplitude of the azimuthal
variation, and corrections for various backgrounds and other e↵ects. Further details of this data analysis can be
found in Ref. [53] for the 12C data and Ref. [54] for the 27Al data. The hydrogen BNSSA datum obtained from this
experiment is described in Ref. [27, 55].

A. Determination of individual detector asymmetries Ai
msr

The signals from each end of the eight Cherenkov detectors were integrated for each � and ⇤ spin state of the beam.
The resulting averaged detector i (i = 1, 8) asymmetries were calculated for each quartet spin-pattern using

A
i
raw = Y i

� � Y i
⇤

Y i
� + Y i

⇤

(4)

where Y i
�(⇤) is the charge-normalized detector yield for detector i in the �(⇤) spin state, after subtraction of the

electronic pedestal. Y i
�(⇤) was summed over the two windows of the same spin-state in each quartet.

For each detector i, and for each quartet, false asymmetries in Ai
raw due to spin-correlated variations in the beam

properties were corrected for using

A
i
msr = A

i
raw �

5

=
j=1

⇧@Ai

@�j
↵��j (5)
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where ��j are the measured spin-correlated di↵erences in beam trajectory or energy over each spin quartet, and

the sensitivities @Ai/@�j were determined using multi-variable linear regression. The natural random fluctuations
in the trajectory and energy of the beam during the course of the measurement were large enough to enable these
sensitivities to be extracted with su�cient precision for these corrections.

The measured asymmetry in each detector was then corrected for two additional e↵ects: (i) the averaging of the
azimuthally-varying asymmetry over the light-weighted angular acceptance of an individual detector, and (ii) any
non-linear response of the detector to changes in yield. The factor Rav accounts for averaging of the asymmetry
over the e↵ective azimuthal acceptance (⌅ 22`) of a given Cherenkov detector [6]. In the ideal case of 100% beam
polarization, an individual detector centered at an azimuthal angle of �0 with an angular acceptance covering ±��
would measure an asymmetry given by

Amsr(�0) = Bn

2��
E �0+��

�0���
sin(�)d� = BnÖsin �0ã. (6)

Thus the measured asymmetries Amsr have to be scaled by the factor Rav = Ösin�0ã
sin�0

. However the optical response of

the sum of both ends of a given Cherenkov detector varies by typically 10% along the length of each detector [44], and
is thus a function of �. Therefore the integral in Eq. 6 was performed with the integrand weighted by each detector’s
measured optical response function, yielding Rav = 0.9862 ± 0.0036. An additional correction factor Rl is used to
account for the non-linearity in the Cherenkov detector readout chain (photomultiplier tube, low-noise voltage-to-
current preamplifier, and analog-to-digital converter) as described in Ref. [44]. Bench studies using light-emitting
diodes were conducted in order to determine any non-linearity in the response. At the signal levels appropriate to
these two targets, the non-linearity was found to be 0.14±0.50% [56], so the correction factor was Rl = 1.0014±0.0050.

B. Extraction of azimuthal asymmetry variation Aexp

For each of the targets, and for each of the four data sets, the measured asymmetries Ai
msr in each detector i were

sign-corrected for the presence or absence of the IHWP at the electron source, averaged over the data set, and then
fit to

A
i
msr(�i) = RlRavBexp sin(�s � �i + �o↵) + C, (7)

in order to extract the experimental asymmetry Bexp. Here �s is the azimuthal angle of the electron polarization ÑP , �i

is the azimuthal angle of the ith detector in the plane normal to the beam axis, and Rl and Rav were discussed above.
The detector number i corresponds to the azimuthal location of the detectors, starting from beam left (Detector 1)
where �i = 0`, and increasing clockwise every 45`. The values of Bexp extracted from the fits are presented in Table I.

TABLE I. Fitted asymmetries Bexp before (“raw”) and after (“regressed”) the linear regression correction to remove spin-
correlated false asymmetries. The last two columns denote the phase �o↵ and o↵set C from Eq. 7 obtained from fits to the
regressed data. The data sets are labeled by the target and the direction of the beam polarization (horizontal or vertical). The
uncertainties are statistical only. Also indicated are the �2 per degree of freedom of each fit; there were five degrees of freedom
in each fit.

Data Set Bexp (raw) �2/dof Bexp (regressed) �2/dof regressed-raw �o↵ (regressed) C (regressed)
(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (radians) (ppm)

12C Horizontal �8.57 ± 0.61 0.80 �8.50 ± 0.61 0.81 0.07 -0.099 ± 0.070 0.03 ± 0.43
27Al Vertical #1 �9.32 ± 0.61 1.16 �9.91 ± 0.61 1.16 -0.59 0.114 ± 0.062 0.55 ± 0.43
27Al Horizontal �8.54 ± 0.51 1.14 �8.60 ± 0.50 1.17 -0.06 0.053 ± 0.059 -0.11 ± 0.35
27Al Vertical #2 �8.02 ± 0.74 0.62 �8.73 ± 0.73 0.64 -0.71 -0.009 ± 0.084 0.20 ± 0.51
27Al average �8.69 ± 0.34 �9.04 ± 0.34 -0.35

A floating o↵set in phase �o↵ was included in the fit function (Eq. 7) to allow for possible position o↵sets of
the detector in the azimuthal plane, and a floating constant C was included to represent any background or false
asymmetries which have no azimuthal variation. Such an azimuthally-symmetric asymmetry could arise due to,
for example, the weak-interaction-induced parity-violating asymmetry, which could be generated by any residual
longitudinal component to the beam polarization. For each of the data sets the fitted values for �o↵ and C were
consistent with zero, and the value of Bexp extracted was insensitive to the presence or absence of these two extra fit
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parameters. These findings for �o↵ and C are also consistent with those from the precision result on hydrogen using
the same apparatus, published earlier [27, 55]. For each target, the maximum deviation in Bexp between fits done
with or without di↵erent combinations of �o↵ and C was chosen as a “fit function” systematic uncertainty Bfit, which
was ±0.042 ppm for 12C and ±0.050 ppm for 27Al.

A useful “null” test for the presence of a certain class of false asymmetries is the behavior of the asymmetry under
the “slow spin reversal” accomplished using the insertable half-wave plate. In the absence of false asymmetry, the
measured asymmetry should be equal in magnitude and opposite in sign for data taken with the IHWP inserted
compared to that with the IHWP removed. Separate fits to the data with the IHWP inserted and data with the
IWHP removed were done for each of the four data sets. In each case, the fitted Aexp was statistically consistent with

the expected behavior. An example from one of the four datasets (horizontal 27Al) is shown in Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. Asymmetries measured with the IHWP IN (blue squares) and OUT (red circles) during the 27Al dataset with horizontal
orientation of the transversely polarized beam, plotted vs. detector number. The detector number corresponds to the azimuthal
location of the detectors, starting from beam left (Detector 1) where �i = 0`, and increasing clockwise every 45`. These data
include the regression correction discussed in Eq. 5. The error bars shown are statistical only. The null asymmetries ((OUT
+ IN)/2) are denoted by the green diamonds. Solid lines correspond to fits using Eq. 7 for each half-wave state, and to the
average null asymmetry o↵set. The shaded areas represent the uncertainty in the fitted amplitudes for each IHWP orientation,
as well as for the average null asymmetry which is consistent with zero, as expected.

To quantify the e↵ect of the removal of spin-correlated false asymmetries on the extracted value of Bexp, a similar

fit to that of Eq. 7 was also performed, but instead using the raw asymmetries Ai
raw(�i). Table I provides the results

of the fits to both the raw (Ai
raw) and the linear-regression corrected asymmetries (Ai

msr) for each data set. The linear
regression corrections were comparable with the statistical uncertainty for the two vertical data sets, but were an
order of magnitude smaller for the horizontal data sets.

Di↵erent choices could be made for the set of BPMs used to determine the beam trajectories in the linear regression
corrections (Eq. 5). Several di↵erent combinations of BPM selections were studied, and the largest deviation in the
extracted values of Bexp was taken as a systematic uncertainty Breg for each target. For 12C, Breg was ±0.002 ppm

and for 27Al it was ±0.020 ppm.
The (regressed) data and the fitted azimuthal dependencies from which Bexp was determined for each of the four

datasets are shown in Fig. 3. Uncertainties shown are statistical only. Each fit consists of eight measurements and
three free parameters, giving five degrees of freedom in each fit.
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FIG. 3. The azimuthal asymmetry distributions measured in this experiment (red circles) and fits (blue lines) using Eq. 7 are
shown for the four datasets: 12C with horizontal transverse polarization (a), 27Al horizontal (b), 27Al vertical in run 1 (c), and
27Al vertical in run 2 (d). The abscissa denotes the detector number, as described in Fig. 2. Uncertainties shown are statistical
only.

C. Corrections to Bexp: acceptance, beam polarization, instrumental false asymmetry

In order to extract the beam-normal single-spin asymmetry Bn from the measured, regressed Bexp, corrections
were made for beam polarization, radiative e↵ects, several backgrounds, and an instrumental false asymmetry. These
corrections were applied using

Bn = Rtot

Ẑ̂̂̂
^̂̂\

Bexp

P
�<i fiBi

1 �<i fi

[_______] + Bbias . (8)

Here Bi is the background asymmetry generated by the ith background (quasielastic scattering, inelastic scattering,
nuclear excited states, neutral backgrounds, and alloy elements in the case of 27Al.) with fractional contribution to
the detector signal fi. The background corrections will be discussed in the next section (IV D). In the remainder of
this section we discuss the other components in Eq. 8.

Beam Polarization: The beam polarization P was measured during longitudinal polarization data-taking con-
ducted just before and after each transverse data set, using the Møller and Compton polarimeters [47–49] in Hall C.
For the 12C data set the beam polarization was P = 0.8852 ± 0.0068. For the three 27Al data sets the (asymmetry
and statistics-weighted) average value was P = 0.8873 ± 0.0071. During the transverse running, the degree of trans-
verse polarization was intermittently measured via several null measurements with the Møller polarimeter, which
is only sensitive to longitudinal beam polarization. The worst case found (during a horizontal transverse running
period) was a 2.19 ± 0.26% residual longitudinal polarization, indicating the degree of transverse polarization was

'
‘

1 � (2.19/88.73)2 = 99.97% transverse. Other null checks made during the transverse running were consistent
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with zero residual longitudinal polarization.
Radiative and acceptance corrections: The factor Rtot = 1.0054±0.0046 is the product of several individually small

(percent-level) corrections [55]. These include electron energy-loss and depolarization from electromagnetic radiation
(internal and external bremsstrahlung), and the non-uniform Q2 distribution across the detectors coupled to variation
in the light-collection across the detectors. It also corrects for the fact that, due to the large detector acceptance, we
measure Bn(Q) over a range of Q. Since Bn varies roughly linearly with Q, we need to correct the acceptance-averaged
value ÖBn(Q)ã to the value that would arise from point scattering at the central ÖQã, i.e. Bn(ÖQã). The uncertainty
in Rtot also accounts for the uncertainty in the central value of the acceptance-averaged ÖQã. The procedures used to
determine these individual corrections follow those described in [5] for our APV measurement on the proton (where
Rtot = 0.976±0.008), but with slightly di↵erent numerical results due to the use of di↵erent targets, and the fact that
APV varies linearly with Q2 instead of with Q in the case of Bn.

Rescattering Bias An instrumental false asymmetry, the rescattering bias, Bbias, was accounted for as described
in detail in [5]. The transversely-polarized electrons, scattered from the target, retained much of their transverse
polarization as they were transported through the spectrometer magnet. Lead pre-radiators were located in front of
each of the Cherenkov detectors [44] to amplify the electron signal and help suppress soft backgrounds. When these
polarized electrons showered in the pre-radiators, they could be reduced in energy enough that the analyzing power
due to low-energy Mott scattering was su�ciently large to cause measurable asymmetries. The false asymmetry in
the present case of transversely polarized beam was larger than it was for longitudinal polarization, i.e. for the weak
charge measurement [5]. This is because, for longitudinal polarization, the analyzing power in the pre-radiator leads
to an asymmetry of equal magnitude and opposite sign for the signals detected in the two PMTs on either end of
each Cherenkov detector. This largely canceled when the signals were summed in the data analysis. In the case of
transversely polarized beam, the analyzing power a↵ects both PMTs identically, so there is not a similar cancellation.
Instead this generated an azimuthally-varying false asymmetry Bbias = 0.125± 0.041 ppm. Bbias is a false asymmetry
across each detector bar that would be present for Bn even in a perfectly symmetric identical array of detectors with
no imperfections.

D. Corrections to Aexp: backgrounds

Alloy elements: The 27Al target was not made from pure aluminum; rather, it was an alloy (7075-T651) containing
89.2% Al by weight, 5.9% Zn, 2.6% Mg, 1.8% Cu, and ⌅0.6% other elements. The reason this alloy was chosen instead
of pure aluminum was its superior strength; the ultimate tensile strength is 572 MPa versus 90 MPa for pure aluminum.
It could thus be used to make much thinner windows for the liquid-hydrogen target cell deployed in the weak charge
measurement [5], with correspondingly less background. Because the elemental composition of a given alloy can
vary, asymmetries were measured from solid aluminum alloy targets composed of the same lot of material used for
the hydrogen target cell windows in order to characterize the background from the target cell in the weak charge
measurement. In order to also report a result for 27Al in the work described here, however, it is necessary to subtract
the small contributions from the alloy elements other than aluminum. The fractional contributions fi to the detected
yield from each alloy element were determined through simulation. In the simulation, only the elastic scattering cross
section (which dominates at the small-angle kinematics of this experiment) was considered for the alloy elements. The
elastic cross sections for 27Al and the six most abundant elements in the alloy (64Zn, 24Mg, 63Cu, 52Cr, 56Fe, and 28Si)
were calculated by Horowitz and Lin [57] using a relativistic mean-field model and including the e↵ects of Coulomb
distortions; a 10% uncertainty was estimated for each cross section. For the remaining two alloy elements (Mn and Ti)
the cross sections were estimated using form factors extracted from experimental Fourier-Bessel coe�cients [58], and
a 50% uncertainty was assumed for both cross sections. The estimated fractional contributions are given in Table II;
the total fraction of the experimental yield arising from the alloy elements was falloy = 5.41 ± 0.34%.

There have yet to be Bn measurements made for any of these alloy elements, with the exception of 28Si. In order
to estimate the beam-normal single-spin asymmetry Bi for each alloy element, we assumed the scaling of Eq. 3,
with Q2 = 0.0237 GeV2, and sBn = �33.0 ppm/GeV, where the value of sBn was taken from our published result on
the proton [27] at essentially the same kinematics as the present measurements. These estimated Bi are tabulated
in Table II. In the case of 28Si, the A1 collaboration at Mainz has reported a result for Bn [35], albeit at di↵erent
kinematics than for the present measurement. Their Bn agreed with the predictions for this nucleus using the model of
Gorchtein and Horowitz to within about 30%. Thus we ascribe a 30% uncertainty to Bn for each of the alloy elements.
An average asymmetry for the alloy elements, weighted by the relative background fractions, was calculated to be
Balloy = �10.7 ± 2.0 ppm.

The 12C target was elementally pure, so no corrections for alloy elements were required in that case.
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TABLE II. Background fractions fi and beam-normal single-spin asymmetry Bi estimates for the alloy elements present in the
aluminum target. The net background fraction and the weighted average background asymmetry from alloy materials are also
listed.

Element Background fraction (fi) Asymmetry (Bi)
(%) (ppm)

Zn 2.375 ± 0.249 �11.0 ± 3.3
Mg 2.088 ± 0.219 �10.3 ± 3.1
Cu 0.683 ± 0.073 �11.1 ± 3.3
Cr 0.100 ± 0.011 �11.0 ± 3.3
Si 0.080 ± 0.009 �10.2 ± 3.0
Fe 0.054 ± 0.006 �10.9 ± 3.3
Mn 0.018 ± 0.009 �11.1 ± 3.3
Ti 0.014 ± 0.007 �11.0 ± 3.3

net Alloy 5.41 ± 0.34 �10.7 ± 2.0

Neutral backgrounds: A small fraction of the detector yield was due to neutral events (predominantly soft gammas).
These neutral particles arose due to both the primary electron beam interacting in various beamline elements, including
a tungsten beam collimator [44], and to the scattered electrons interacting in the triple collimator system or in the
spectrometer magnet structure. These backgrounds were carefully studied for the weak charge measurement, as
detailed in Ref. [5]. Similar studies were done for the 27Al target [54], which found a total neutral contribution to the
yield of fneut = 0.69±0.45%. The same contribution was applied to the 12C target. In the absence of any measurement
of an azimuthal asymmetry associated with these neutral events, we conservatively assume Bneut = 0 ± 10 ppm for
both targets.

Pions: A ⇡� background from the proton target in the Qweak APV measurement was only possible if two or more
pions were produced. Those pions mostly fell outside even the wide momentum acceptance of the Qweak apparatus.
However, single ⇡� production from the neutrons in 27Al was possible. Simulations were performed [54] using the
Wiser [59] pion production code on protons and neutrons scaled to 27Al but neglecting nuclear medium e↵ects. The
result was fpion = 0.06%, so small that no correction was necessary for either 27Al or 12C.

1. Corrections to Aexp: Background from non-elastic physics processes

The Qweak spectrometer had a rather large acceptance bite (of order 150 MeV) in scattered electron energy E ¨.
This meant that, along with the desired elastically-scattered electrons, events were accepted from various non-elastic
scattering processes. These included low-lying nuclear excited states, the giant dipole resonance (GDR), quasi-elastic
scattering from individual nucleons, and inelastic scattering from individual nucleons (pion production). All these
processes, unresolved from the elastic-scattering peak, contributed to the measured detector yield Y�(⇤) used in the
asymmetry analysis. For each of these processes, the fractional contribution to the measured yield was estimated
using simulation, and the asymmetry associated with each process was estimated from previous measurements or
theoretical expectations, as described below.

Quasielastic and inelastic scattering: The fractional contribution to the yield arising from quasielastic scattering
fQE and inelastic scattering finel was determined for each target by simulation. The quasielastic and inelastic cross
sections used in the simulation were obtained from an empirical fit [60] to world data on inclusive electron-nucleus
scattering, including both 12C and 27Al. The fit was based on the picture of scattering from independent nucleons in
the impulse approximation. The quasielastic contribution was modeled using input parameterizations of the nucleon
form factors extracted from cross section data with the smearing due to Fermi motion of the nucleon in the nucleus
accounted for by utilizing the super-scaling formalism of Donnelly and Sick [61]. The inelastic contribution was
accounted for by utilizing nucleon-level cross sections determined from fits to inclusive scattering from proton and
deuteron targets with a Gaussian smearing to account for the Fermi motion, and medium modification factors to
account for the EMC e↵ect. The fit utilized the approach of Bosted and Mamyan [62], but included a number of
improvements in the kinematic region relevant for the current analysis at low Q2 and W . In particular, Bosted and
Mamyan only included data with Q2 > 0.2 and introduced an ad hoc medium modification factor to the nucleon
magnetic form factor to help improve the comparison to the cross section data. In the region unconstrained by
data at very low Q2 this resulted in a significant suppression of the quasielastic cross section, with this strength
then absorbed into an empirical contribution associated with 2-body contributions such as meson-exchange currents
(MEC). In contrast, the new fit included data down to Q2 = 0.045 and was able to improve the description of
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TABLE III. Simulated fractional contributions from unresolved nuclear excitations for 27Al. The 2.990 MeV represents an
unresolved doublet of states. The asymmetries for these states were taken to be the 27Al elastic Bn asymmetry ±100%.

Energy JP Background fraction (fi)
(MeV) (%)
0.844 1/2+ 0.27 ± 0.04
1.014 3/2+ 0.41 ± 0.10
2.211 7/2+ 1.35 ± 0.16
2.735 5/2+ 0.19 ± 0.02
2.990 3/2+ 0.93 ± 0.07
4.540 0.06 ± 0.01
4.812 5/2+ 0.09 ± 0.02
5.430 0.17 ± 0.03
5.668 9/2+ 0.08 ± 0.02
7.228 9/2+ 0.18 ± 0.06
7.477 0.10 ± 0.07
21 1� (GDR) 0.045 ± 0.022

Total 3.88 ± 0.23 %

the data across the kinematic region of the fit without the need for modification of the nucleon form factors. The
agreement between the fit and the total cross section data, in the low-Q2 region relevant to the present experiment,
was typically at the 5-10% level. An additional 10% uncertainty was added in quadrature to represent the ability of
the fit to separate the quasielastic from the inelastic processes in this region. The estimates of contributions from
2-body e↵ects in the new version of the model were much smaller than either the quasielastic or inelastic processes,
and were therefore neglected. The extracted fractional yield estimates (inside the acceptance of the experiment) were
fQE = 21.2 ± 2.9% and finel = 0.66 ± 0.10% (27Al) and fQE = 15.9 ± 2.2% and finel = 0.40 ± 0.06% (12C).

Electromagnetic quasi-elastic interactions at the small angles and small momentum transfers of the current experi-
ment are dominated by scattering from the proton. Therefore, the beam-normal single-spin asymmetry for quasielastic
scattering BQE was estimated using the Bn result for elastic scattering from the proton measured by our collabora-
tion at the same kinematics using the same apparatus [27, 55]: Bn = �5.194 ± 0.106 ppm. The uncertainty on this
asymmetry was increased to ±1 ppm to account for the possibility of nuclear medium e↵ects and for the neglect of
quasielastic scattering from the neutron.

The beam-normal single-spin asymmetry for the hadronic inelastic events Binel was estimated using our data from
a separate measurement [63, 64]. In that measurement, with the electron beam polarized in a transverse direction,
the spectrometer magnetic field was reduced to 75% of its nominal strength, thereby bringing electrons scattered in
the ep � e¨�+ process onto the Cherenkov detectors. Analyzing those data using a similar method to that described
here led to the preliminary result Binel = 43.0 ± 16.0 ppm [63, 64]. Note that the observed sign of the asymmetry
is opposite to that of the asymmetry for elastic scattering; this sign di↵erence was predicted theoretically [65]. We
have assumed that this same asymmetry also applies to the inelastic process on the neutron, and that there are no
significant nuclear medium modifications, and so the same Binel was assigned for both the 12C and the 27Al targets.

Nuclear Excitations: Electroexcitation of the low-lying discrete excited states of 27Al has been studied in several
experiments [66–68], and form factors extracted. The eleven states with the largest form factors in the range of the
present experimental acceptance 0.68 fm�1 < Q < 1.20 fm�1 were considered here. Di↵erential cross sections were
calculated using these form factors and the fractional yield from each of these states determined from simulation [54].
The results are presented in Table III.

Experimental electroexcitation form factors for the low-lying excited states of 12C are also available. Di↵erential
cross sections were calculated for the three states with the largest form factors in the experimental acceptance [69–
71], and the fractional yields from each of these states determined from simulation [53]. The results are presented in
Table IV.

For each target, the yield contribution from the GDR was simulated using the Goldhaber-Teller model [72] with
energy and width parameters taken from photoabsorption data [73, 74]. The simulated yield fraction fGDR for 27Al
was 0.045± 0.022% and for 12C it was 0.077± 0.038% (see Table III and Table IV). In total, the background fraction
from the GDR and the low-lying excited states were fnucl = 3.88± 0.23% of the yield (27Al) and fnucl = 4.71± 0.31%
of the yield (12C).

There are neither theoretical calculations nor experimental measurements of Bn for the low-lying nuclear excitations
or the GDR, for either 12C or 27Al. The reactions exciting these states have only modestly di↵erent kinematics than
the elastic scattering reaction of interest. Therefore we assume the same Bn for these excited state transitions as for
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TABLE IV. Simulated fractional contributions from unresolved excitations for 12C. All other states contribute < 1%. The
asymmetries for these states were taken to be the 12C elastic Bn asymmetry ±100%.

Energy JP Background fraction (fi)
(MeV) (%)
4.44 2+ 2.86 ± 0.29
7.65 0+ 0.92 ± 0.09
9.64 3� 0.93 ± 0.09
24 1� (GDR) 0.077 ± 0.038

Total 4.71 ± 0.31 %

the elastic reaction for the given nucleus, but assign a conservative 100% uncertainty to these values.

V. RESULTS

The beam energy for both targets was 1.158±0.001 GeV. The kinematics for the experiment were determined from
a GEANT4 simulation, as benchmarked using the tracking chambers [52]. The central kinematics (averaged over the
acceptance) for 12C was ÖQ2ã = 0.02516 ± 0.0001 GeV2 (Q = 0.159) and Ö✓Labã = 7.86` ± 0.02`, and for 27Al wasÖQ2ã = 0.02357 ± 0.0001 GeV2 (Q = 0.154) and Ö✓Labã = 7.61` ± 0.02`.

Summing the various backgrounds contributing to the detector yield discussed in Sec. IVD for each target, we
have <i fi = 22.8 ± 2.5% for 12C and <i fi = 31.8 ± 3.0% for 27Al. After all corrections were applied using Eq. 8,

the resulting beam-normal single-spin asymmetries were Bn = �10.68 ± 0.90(stat) ± 0.57(syst) ppm for 12C and
Bn = �12.16 ± 0.58(stat) ± 0.62(syst) ppm for 27Al. Each of the corrections applied are tabulated in Table V, as is
the fractional contribution each correction made to the uncertainty of the Bn values. The dilutions in Table V for
the discrete nuclear state backgrounds (including the GDR), as well as the 27Al alloy background, represent the sum
of the relevant individual constituent dilutions. The asymmetry uncertainties for these two composite backgrounds
were rolled up in the table by dividing the quadrature sum of the individual fiBi uncertainty contributions by the
sum of the relevant dilutions.

TABLE V. Corrections applied to the measured asymmetry Bexp in order to determine Bn (see Eq. 8 and text), and their
contributions to the systematic uncertainty on Bn.

Quantity Value Value �Bn/Bn (%) �Bn/Bn (%)
12C 27Al 12C 27Al

P : Beam Polarization 0.8852 ± 0.0068 0.8872 ± 0.0070 0.9 1.0
Rtot: Kinematics & Radiative e↵ects 1.0054 ± 0.0046 1.0054 ± 0.0046 0.5 0.5
Rav: Acceptance averaging 0.9862 ± 0.0036 0.9862 ± 0.0036 0.4 0.4
Rl: Electronic non-linearity 1.0014 ± 0.0050 1.0014 ± 0.0050 0.6 0.6
Bfit: Fitting 0 ± 0.042 ppm 0 ± 0.050 ppm 0.6 0.6
Breg: Linear Regression 0 ± 0.002 ppm 0 ± 0.020 ppm < 0.1 0.3
Bbias: Rescattering Bias 0.125 ± 0.041 ppm 0.125 ± 0.041 ppm 0.6 0.6
fneutral: 0.69 ± 0.45 % 0.69 ± 0.45 % 0.8 0.7
Bneutral: 0 ± 10 ppm 0 ± 10 ppm 0.6 0.8
falloy: — 5.41 ± 0.34 % — < 0.1
Balloy: — �10.7 ± 2.0 ppm — 1.3
fQE: 15.9 ± 2.2 % 21.2 ± 2.9 % 1.5 2.4
BQE: �5.2 ± 1.0 ppm �5.2 ± 1.0 ppm 2.0 2.6
finel: 0.40 ± 0.06 % 0.66 ± 0.10 % 0.4 0.7
Binel: 43 ± 16 ppm 43 ± 16 ppm 0.8 1.3
fnucl 4.71 ± 0.31 % 3.88 ± 0.23 % < 0.1 < 0.1
Bnucl �10.5 ± 10.5 ppm �12 ± 5.5 ppm 3.9 2.6
Total Systematic 5.3 % 5.2 %
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VI. DISCUSSION

In this section four di↵erent prisms are used to interrogate the new results on 12C and 27Al. First the data are
compared to theoretical predictions made at the kinematics of this experiment using the optical model approach.
Next, a global set of the world’s BNSSA data is assembled in Table VI, which excludes backward angle data as well
as neutron data from quasi-elastic scattering on the deuteron. This global dataset is then scaled linearly to the Q
of this experiment and plotted against atomic mass number A. The same BNSSA dataset is then scaled instead by
Z/A and plotted against Q to look for trends which may provide insight into the global behaviour of the BNSSA.
Finally, a plot against Q is made of sBn derived from the global dataset using Eq. 3, from which even more insights
are obtained.

A. Comparison to calculations

The present results are compared to predictions obtained in the optical model approach of Gorchtein and
Horowitz [37], extended to the relevant nuclei [75], in Fig. 4 (for 27Al) and Fig. 5 (for 12C). No other data ex-
ist for 27Al, however data on a neighboring nucleus (28Si) have recently been published [35] at E = 0.570 GeV near
20`. Although these calculations were made specifically at the kinematics of the Qweak experiment [75], the 28Si
results from Mainz are included in Fig. 4 for comparison. Data from other experiments on 12C at slightly di↵erent
kinematics are also included in Fig. 5 along with the 12C result from this experiment. The PREX datum [33] is
another far-forward experiment (✓ = 5`, E=1.063 GeV, Q2 = 0.00984 GeV2). The Mainz data [34] shown are at
somewhat larger angles (15.1` & ✓ & 25.9`, E=0.570 GeV, 0.023 & Q2 & 0.049 GeV2).

The uncertainty bands shown for the calculations in both Figs. 4 and 5 arise from two components, added in
quadrature: the Compton slope parameter Bc, and terms not enhanced by the large logarithm ln(Q2/m2

e) (where
me is the electron mass) [37]. The inner and outer uncertainty bands in the figure arise from assigning either a 10%
or 20% uncertainty to Bc, and the non-log-enhanced terms [4] are assigned 100% uncertainty. It should be noted
that these calculations do not include the small elastic intermediate state contribution, only the (dominant) inelastic
intermediate-state contributions to the asymmetry, and further do not include Coulomb distortions [76]. In addition,
no corrections to Q were made to take into account the Coulomb field for the heavier nuclei.

The model calculations predict an essentially linear dependence of Bn on Q. Such a dependence was confirmed
previously for 12C by the Mainz A1 collaboration [34]. It is worth noting that the far-forward angle Qweak data on both
12C and 27Al, as well as the far-forward angle PREX datum all lie near the upper bound of the calculations, whereas
the less forward-angle Mainz 12C and 28Si data lie near the lower bound of the predictions. Note, in particular, the
significant tension between the earlier Mainz 12C datum near Q = 0.15 GeV and the present 12C result at a similar
value of Q. The calculation [34] done at the 0.57 GeV appropriate for the Mainz data is almost identical to those
shown in the 12C and 27Al figures here at 1.1 GeV, an indication of the expected energy insensitivity of the calculation.
Energy insensitivity in experimental results has also been observed [27] at higher energies, where far-forward 1H Bn

data at 3 GeV [22, 33] were shown to be consistent with 1 GeV data [27] within uncertainties. Finally, it is worth
noting that the new Qweak

12C result, which required corrections for several non-elastic physics processes described
in Sec. IV D, is in good agreement with the precise PREX 12C datum at the same energy (which did not require such
corrections), assuming only that the predicted (and experimentally established [34]) Q-scaling is correct. However it
is clear from Fig. 5 when comparing the Mainz A1 datum and Qweak datum at similar Q ⌅ 0.15 GeV but di↵erent
angles and energies, that Bn can also depend on E or ✓ (only one of these is independent at fixed Q). Furthermore,
it is also clear that the present calculations do not reproduce this additional E/✓ dependence.

B. Dependence of Q-scaled BNSSA on Mass Number A

The paucity of BNSSA measurements means that it is important to compare new results to what little is already
available in the literature, in the hope of shedding light on commonalities and gaining insight into the underlying
physics. One way to make a comparison that uses Eq. 3 as a foundation is to scale all the existing data to a common
Q, and plot the results against the relevant mass number A. For this comparison each BNSSA result at Q = Qi was
scaled to the Qweak average Q = 0.157 GeV, i.e. scaled by 0.157/Qi. The scaling expectation shown in Eq. 3 used
the A and Z for every nucleus, and the common factor sBn = �30 ppm/GeV.

The results are shown in Fig. 6. The agreement of the available data with the naive expectation of Eq. 3 is
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FIG. 4. The BNSSA measured in this experiment from 27Al (red diamond) compared to predictions (black curve) by Gorchtein
and Horowitz [75] for Q = 0.154 GeV and 7.6`. The error bars represent the quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic
uncertainties. Recent data [35] from Mainz A1 on a neighboring nucleus, 28Si, are also included for comparison (open squares).
The inner (yellow) and outer (blue) bands correspond to 10% and 20% uncertainties for the Compton slope parameter used in
the calculation (see text).
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FIG. 5. The world Bn data on 12C, including the result from this experiment (red diamond). The precise result from PREX
[33] at the lowest Q is also shown (circle), as well as five larger-angle results (open squares) from Mainz A1 [34]. The error
bars represent the quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The inner (yellow) and outer (blue) bands
correspond to 10% and 20% uncertainties for the Compton slope parameter used in the calculation (see text).
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reasonably good for the subset of the data at far-forward angles, with the single exception of the PREX 208Pb datum.
This outlier has been a puzzle since it was published [33]. Some have speculated that greater Coulomb distortions in
208Pb may be the key to this puzzle [33], but to date no definitive explanation exists.

Clearly the ✓ > 10` data (represented in Fig. 6 by open symbols) are much less well described by simple scaling.
This dichotomy was discussed in the previous Sec. VIA, and has also been observed and discussed in the recent Qweak

publication for Bn on 1H [27].
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FIG. 6. All transverse asymmetries from 1H to 208Pb scaled linearly in Q to the average Q = 0.157 of the Qweak experiment
are plotted vs. atomic mass number A. The Qweak data on 1H [5], and the two new Qweak results presented in this article on
12C and 27Al are denoted by red diamonds. Data from other experiments are represented by circles. Note that some of the
data in the plot are shifted slightly in A for clarity where they would otherwise overlap. Open symbols denote less far-forward
angle data than denoted by solid symbols, which are generally ✓ < 10`. More backward-angle (✓ > 50`) results are not shown,
nor are results for quasi-elastic scattering on the deuteron. The blue curve represents the A/Z dependence (Eq. 3) as proposed
in [33], with Q = 0.157 and sBn = �30 ppm/GeV.

C. Q-dependence of BNSSA data scaled by Z/A
In this section, the global BNSSA data are scaled by Z/A and plotted against Q in Fig. 7. According to Eq. 3,

scaling each Bn result by Z/A should remove the nuclear dependence. Plotting the scaled Bn against Q makes it
possible to empirically determine sBn using Eq. 3 by fitting the slopes, as long as the scaled data can be fit by a
straight line. The intercept of the fit is taken to be zero, as it is in the optical model calculation [37].

In Fig. 7 colors are used to distinguish each nucleus. Di↵erent symbols are used to distinguish each experiment.
Closed or open symbols distinguish far-forward angle (✓ , 10`) data from larger-angle data, respectively. The Qweak

datum on 1H [27] as well as the new results reported here for 12C and 27Al are highlighted in the inset. We note the
remarkable fact apparent in the inset that the factor of ⌅ 2 di↵erence between the Qweak

1H Bn result and the Qweak

Bn results for 12C and 27Al is almost completely eliminated by the Z/A scaling. With this scaling, these three nuclei,
all at the same kinematics, are roughly consistent with one another.

There is a lot of information to unpack in Fig. 7. It is immediately clear that these data cannot be represented
by a single fit. So in order to facilitate empirical fits to these data and extract slopes sBn using Eq. 3, the global
BNSSA data are further separated into three groups: Group 1 represents all 1H data at any angle, as well as ✓ , 10`

far-forward angle data on any nucleus. All such BNSSA data with 0 < Q < 0.8 are included in Group 1. Group 1a
is the subset of Group 1 with 0 < Q < 0.35 GeV, corresponding to the more restricted Q-range studied in Ref. [33].
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TABLE VI. Global dataset used in the figures. Some entries had to be calculated from the information provided in the
references.

✓(lab) E(lab) Q Bn �Bn Fitting
Expt A (deg) (GeV) (GeV) (ppm) (ppm) Group Ref

A4 1H 33.9 0.3151 0.179 -2.220 0.587 1,1a [25]
A4 1H 34.1 0.5102 0.286 -9.320 0.884 1,1a [25]
A4 1H 34.1 0.8552 0.467 -7.460 1.973 1 [25]
A4 1H 34.3 0.4202 0.239 -6.880 0.676 1,1a [25]
A4 1H 34.1 1.5084 0.783 -0.060 3.459 1 [25]
A4 1H 35.0 0.5693 0.326 -8.590 1.164 1,1a [24]
A4 1H 35.3 0.8552 0.480 -8.520 2.468 1 [24]
G0 1H 7.5 3.0310 0.387 -4.060 1.173 1 [22]
G0 1H 9.6 3.0310 0.500 -4.820 2.111 1 [22]

Qweak 1H 7.9 1.1490 0.157 -5.194 0.106 1,1a [27]
HAPPEX 1H 6.0 3.0260 0.310 -6.800 1.540 1,1a [33]
HAPPEX 4He 6.0 2.7500 0.280 -13.970 1.450 1,1a [33]

A1 12C 15.1 0.5700 0.152 -15.984 1.252 2 [34]
A1 12C 17.7 0.5700 0.173 -20.672 1.106 2 [34]
A1 12C 20.6 0.5700 0.202 -21.933 2.219 2 [34]
A1 12C 23.5 0.5700 0.197 -23.877 1.225 2 [34]
A1 12C 25.9 0.5700 0.221 -28.296 1.480 2 [34]

PREX 12C 5.0 1.0630 0.099 -6.490 0.380 1,1a [33]
Qweak 12C 7.9 1.1580 0.159 -10.680 1.065 1,1a -
Qweak 27Al 7.9 1.1580 0.154 -12.160 0.849 1,1a -

A1 28Si 19.4 0.5700 0.190 -21.807 1.480 2 [35]
A1 28Si 23.5 0.5700 0.195 -23.302 1.470 2 [35]
A1 90Zr 20.7 0.5700 0.205 -16.787 5.688 2 [35]
A1 90Zr 23.5 0.5700 0.205 -17.033 3.848 2 [35]

PREX 208Pb 5.0 1.0630 0.094 0.280 0.250 � [33]

Group 2 contains A > 1, (✓ > 10`) data, which consist of the Mainz 12C [34], and the Mainz 28Si and 90Zr data [35].
These data clearly have a steeper slope than those in Group 1 (or its subset Group 1a) and thus require a separate
fit. The 208Pb outlier datum [33] does not fit into any group, is not included in any of the fits discussed here, and no
attempt to assign a slope to this datum is made.

The fit to the Group 1 data obviously requires a non-linear component in order to describe the data at higher Q.
A similar deviation from linear scaling at higher Q was predicted in the optical theorem approach by Afanasev and
Merenkov [15] for Bn for the proton. Since the focus here is an empirical/phenomenological characterization of the
global Bn data, a quadratic term is simply added to the fit of the Group 1 data, as shown in Table VII. To be clear,
this fit returns the linear slope sBn and quadratic term � from Z/A Bn = sBnQ + �Q2. Fits to Groups 1a and 2 drop
the quadratic term. The Group 1 and 1a fits are tightly constrained by the unusually good precision of both the
Qweak

1H datum [27] as well as the PREX 12C datum [33]. The datum contributing most to the �2/dof of those two
fits is the lowest-Q datum from the Mainz A4 1H results [25].

In order to compare more directly with Ref. [33], and to avoid the non-linear behaviour shown by the higher-Q
data, Group 1a is the subset of Group 1 with Q < 0.35 GeV. No quadratic term is used in the Group 1a fit result
shown in Table VII.

The 27Al and 12C calculations shown in Figs. 4 and 5, times Z/A, both have an e↵ective slope sBn = �44.0±11.0
12.7

ppm/GeV. This result is consistent with all the empirical fits found for the Groups 1 & 1a data.
The Group 2 data have twice the slope of the other fits, as shown in Table VII. This group includes the larger-angle

Mainz A1 data on 12C [34], as well as their 28Si and 90Zr results [35]. The 90Zr data belong in this group because
they were part of the same experiment as 28Si and had similar kinematics. They appear to be more consistent with
the fit that has the shallower slope, but because they are in the larger angle (✓ > 10`), A > 1 group they are included
in the fit to those data. The lower bound of the slope associated with the theoretical calculations in Figs. 4 and 5 is
consistent with the empirical fits found for the Group 2 data.
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TABLE VII. Fit results.

Linear (sBn) Quadratic (�)

Group (ppm/GeV) (ppm/GeV2) # data �2/dof
1 �41.1 ± 1.1 56.0 ± 4.8 15 4.4
1a �31.8 ± 0.5 � 10 6.4
2 �58.3 ± 1.4 � 9 2.0
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FIG. 7. World asymmetry data Bn scaled by Z/A to reduce the dependence on the target nucleus, are plotted against Q. Each
experiment is denoted by a di↵erent symbol, each nucleus by a di↵erent color, and far-forward angle (✓ < 10`) results (solid
symbols) are di↵erentiated from larger-angle data (open symbols). The experiments are Qweak ([27] and this experiment: Å),
HAPPEX [33]: V, G0 [22]: Y, Mainz A4 [24, 25]: `, Mainz A1 [34, 35]: u, and PREX [33]: W. The target nuclei are 1H
(red symbols), 4He (cyan symbol), 12C (black symbols), 27Al (grey symbol), 28Si (green symbols), 90Zr (magenta symbols),
and 208Pb (blue symbol). The experiments and the target nuclei are indicated in the legend. Vertical error bars represent
statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature. Two distinct slopes sBn are fit (Bn(Q = 0) � 0), as well as a fit with a
quadratic term. 1-� fit uncertainties are denoted by the bands. The blue dashed curve (with blue band) includes a quadratic
term in a fit to the Group 1 data (all A = 1 data as well as A > 1 far-forward angle data, but excluding the outlier 208Pb
datum). The fit to the Group 1a data (red dotted line with yellow band) is the subset of the Group 1 data out to Q < 0.35
GeV, as in [33]. The steeper green dashed line (with green band) fits the slope of the Group 2 (A > 1, ✓ > 10`) data, which
includes the 90Zr results. Note that some of the data in the plot (and the inset) are shifted slightly in Q for clarity where they
would otherwise overlap.
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D. Q-dependence of sBn

The previous section examined consistencies in the data apparent once the nuclear dependence was removed via
Z/A scaling. The Qweak results on 1H, 12C, and 27Al were particularly revealing, as those results are at the same
kinematics and were seen to be consistent after scaling.

In this section we remove the explicit Q-dependence as well as the nuclear dependence, and plot sBn = Z
A

1
Q

Bn

versus Q. The expectation from Eq. 3 is that such a plot would consist of data that could be represented with a flat
horizontal line, because sBn is assumed to be a constant. This is shown in Fig. 8, where the same categories are used
to group the data for fitting as were used in Fig. 7. Fitting the Group 1a and 2 data in Fig. 8 with the assumption
that they are flat horizontal lines results in sBn intercept values and uncertainties identical to those obtained in the
previous section VIC and tabulated in Table VII for the slopes sBn found in those fits.

However, it is clear that the higher Q Group 1 data in Fig. 8 have a residual Q-dependence, which we empirically
model as linear: sBn = sB 0

n(Q = 0) + Q sB Q
n . The first term is the intercept. The second term is responsible for the

residual Q-dependence seen in Fig. 8, and the quadratic behaviour seen in Fig. 7. In response, the Group 1 data (up
to 0.8 GeV) were fit to determine an intercept as well as a slope. The numerical values and uncertainties returned
from the fit intercept (sBn) and slope are identical to the values found in the previous section (Sec. VIC) for the linear
slope (sBn) and quadratic terms respectively, for the Group 1 fit shown in Table VII. The Group 2 data in Fig. 8 do
not have a su�cient range in Q to justify fitting a slope to them.
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FIG. 8. World transverse asymmetry data Bn are scaled by the factor Z/(AQ) and plotted against Q (in GeV). Symbols
and colors are as in Fig. 7. The dotted red and solid green lines represent fits to the intercepts of the Group 1a & 2 data,
respectively, and thus correspond to the slopes sBn in Fig. 7 and Table VII. The blue dashed line is a linear fit to all the Group
1 data, corresponding to the quadratic fit in Fig. 7 and Table VII. Uncertainties in the fits are denoted by the bands in the
figure.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The beam-normal single-spin asymmetry Bn has been measured at forward-angle kinematics for 12C and 27Al. At
small scattering angles, a model for Bn based on the optical theorem [37] is expected to be valid. This model is able
to reproduce both of the measurements reported here within the uncertainty of the calculation. The new Qweak

12C
result together with the PREX datum at a lower Q but similar scattering angle are in excellent agreement with the
predicted Q-dependence. Comparing with earlier data on 12C obtained at larger laboratory scattering angles suggests
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that for those kinematics the model’s reliance on taking the far-forward approximation may be reaching its limit of
applicability. Similar conclusions are drawn from a comparison of the new Qweak

27Al result with previous results
for 28Si. These comparisons also suggest that modest contributions from nuclear excited states can be successfully
accounted for in measurements of Bn.

A global analysis of world Bn data at forward angles supports these conclusions: a simple linear scaling Z/(AQ)
works well for most data at far forward-angles for Q < 0.35 GeV. Data at larger angles follow a steeper Q-dependence.
For Q > 0.35 the dependence on Q is clearly non-linear, and can be empirically modelled by a quadratic dependence.
If further divided by Q, this quadratic dependence appears linear out to 0.8 GeV for all the world’s 1H data as
well as far-forward angle (✓ < 10`) data on any nucleus. The significant exception to these trends is the case of
208Pb, whose unexpectedly small BNSSA remains unexplained. Data on Bn have recently been obtained by the
PREX-2/CREX collaborations [42, 43] for two isotopes of Ca, as well as new measurements of 12C and 208Pb, which
may shed additional light on the 208Pb puzzle. Finally, as this paper was being completed, a preprint appeared by
Koshchii, Gorchtein, Roca-Maza, and Spiesberger [77] in which Bn for selected nuclei was calculated with inclusion
of both hard two-photon exchange and Coulomb distortions. That model’s predictions of Bn for 12C and 27Al at the
present kinematics are lower in magnitude than the calculations displayed in Figs. 4 and 5, but still consistent with
our data.
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